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Ear hole rings.
Cut twice

Ear hole grills. Cut each one 4 times.

A B

Top vent grill

Faceplate
hinge.

Cut once.

1cm
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Print guide
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5cm

Square shape to stack
under other side of
faceplate. Cut x3.

Top vent ring. Cut once.

Knuts for rim of
breastplate.
Cut x16 and 1 extra
for face ring 'latch'.

Nautilus logo. Cut these 2
circles separately and layer up
on top of each other.
3mm plastazote for bottom
circle, 5mm for top circle.

Nautilus logo.
Fits inside small logo circle.
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Actors will be inhabiting the space
underneath the platform as
entrances/exits/hiding places. Any
supporting poles must be horizontal rather
than diagnoal and allow for head room.

Clamps to be used for joining poles/handrails
together to look like scaffolding.

Overhead bars to be substituted
wherever possible for side, front and

actor-operated practical LX.

Recycling bin positions underneath deck

Fire exit doors

If space is at a premium at the foot
of the steps, all drapes should stay
open to allow more width and depth
to the playing area.

2187mm to deck

Recycling
bin x3

Exact positionning and design of
structure to be worked out during
rehearsals/fit-up. Access needed
from behind and from the sides.
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Piles of recycling waste will be built up
around bins and around base of scaff
legs. Exact placement and contents to
be worked out during rehearsals.
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25mm open mesh GRP
grating to be used for
the deck floor to allow

light to penetrate below.

Exact position of bins to be worked out
during rehearsals.

Area shown in red is set back
from the front of the structure by
610mm.

Both small hatch door (425mm)
and large front door (1200mm)
are hinged and open outwards.
One bin opens to the right and
one to the left. The third opens
forwards like a drawbridge. See
designer for more information
prior to construction.

Rear of the bins to be left open for
access to crawl through. Potential for
black cloth to cover the back if light is
visible through the bins from upstage.
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WORK IN PROGRESS - Scaffold structure and
recycling bins. Edits:central bin now opens
forwards like a drawbridge.
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Stage plan view
Showing scaffold structure with bins underneath
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To dressing room

Fire exit doors

Front elevation
Showing space underneath structure and front of bins

Section
Showing head room underneath structure.
Indication of venue structure shown for reference.
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Recycling bin diagrams
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PROVISIONAL

WORK IN PROGRESS DRAWING
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Check with designer for size of
shop bought/rented staircase.
Important that staircase does
not become wider than shown.

Recycling bin as shown
is an indication of shape

only. See reference
images and designer for

more information.

150mm hole for recycling
waste, performers to use as
hand hole.

Recycling bins are to be fixed in
position during show (exact
position TBC in rehearsals).

Wheels can be used for rehearsals
or transportation, but need to be
lockable, so that bins don't move

when performers climb through
them during the show.

400

Performers to climb
through recycling bin
using void in the rear
and door in the front.

Side view
Showing recycling bin only.

Front view
Showing recycling bin only.

Plan view
Showing recycling bin only.
















